
Make your students become  

information literate 
with the  

Library Literacy Services!! 

 Waseda University Library has been contributing to improve students' information  

literacy by holding several workshops & courses (ex. explaining the usage of the  

library facilities, how to find materials, how to use databases, etc) and providing  

self-taught materials (ex. guides for finding materials, movie contents, etc). 

 By making full use of those contents, your students will be able to get the most benefit 

of the materials which Waseda University Library provides, and surely become  

information literate !!  

 Why don’t you introduce the library literacy in your classes? 

As an introductory education・・・ 

Before assigning essays to students・・・ 

When students start to write graduation  theses・・・



3.Library 

 We provide self-taught materials for students to 

make the full use of the materials in the library. 
 

 

ex. Library self-guided tour, a series of guides for  

      finding materials (on material type, on each subject) 
 

 

 They are intended to be introduced in the classes 

or used as a supplement for the assignments. 

 Please get the most benefit of these materials.  

 Consultations and inquiries about the usage in the 

classes are welcome. 

 You can introduce some integrated courses on learning how to search materials 

and the usage of the useful tools and databases in your classes.  Contents of the 

courses can be customized upon your request.  

Generally, we ask you to prepare the PC rooms to hold the course, but the  

consultations are available for the holding date / place. 

In addition, video contents useful for study and research are also provided in the 

"Contents provided by the library" section of Waseda Moodle. Please use them as 

class assignments. 

 We support student by preparing various 

workshops which meet each students' 

achievement level; such as from basic 

workshop (ex. finding books, how to read 

reference, etc) to advanced / proficient 

workshop (ex. finding legal information, 

using citation management tools, etc). 

 These workshops would be useful as  

students' supplementary lessons and also 

they can be set as a required session for 

the students, for we provide the certificate 

of the attendance. 

1.Literacy Course in Classes 

【How to inquire /apply】 Department of Users Support, Waseda University Library. 

  E-mail: lib-literacy@list.waseda.jp 

  Phone：03-5286-1659 （direct to Dept. of Users Support）、78-5145（extension number） 

  At the desk：Reference desk in the 2nd floor of the Central Library, or each desk in your nearest libraries. 

  Web： https://www.waseda.jp/library/en/services/research-support/literacy/ 

2.Self-taught materials 

【Deadline of the application】 

 Standard deadline for the application would be  1 

months before the preferred holding date. 

*The detail and the holding date of the  

Library Workshop will be announced in the 

Library HP, etc. 


